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July 1, 1976

To The Honorable Edmund o. Brown Jr.
Governor or California

Sir:
Pursuant to provisions or Section 1419(J) of the
Labor Code or California, a report or the California
Pair Employment Practice Commission and the Division
or Pair Employment Practices in the Department of
Industrial Relatione is herewith submitted. This
report covers the 12-month period from July l, 1974,
through June 30, 1975.
Respectfully,

~~NOO

~~ ~ployment
Practice
Commission

INTRODUCTION
Although some 16 years have passed since the Fair Employment Practice Commission began receiving complaints of discrimination-a period
of notable progress and significant changes-the reality of unfair prejudice remains and Californians are filing complaints at a steadily increasing
rate.
Simultaneously with the period in which individual job complaints began to increase at an unprecedented rate, the Commission was charged
with additional responsibilities which involved providing assistance to
employers in broad-scale affirmative action efforts; tension-control work
in areas of social unrest, and the monitoring of equal opportunity employment practices of contractors who provide services to state government.
During this year, the Commission was faced with immediate problems
of handling the ever-expanding monthly caseload that accompanied the
addition of new protected classes to the Fair Employment Practice Act.
This began in 1970 with inclusion of sex discrimination and continued in
1973 with a legislative amendment that prohibited discrimination based
on age, affecting workers 40 to 64 years of age. Then, at the start of this
fiscal period, FEPC was given jurisdiction over discrimination cases that
involve physically handicapped workers. In addition, the Commission continued to investigate complaints of housing discrimination, although the
number of cases filed on this basis has shown a gradual decline in recent
years.
This inclusion of new groups of Californians protected under the law,
the impact of court decisions on such issues as job testing, and questions
of seniority rights in a period of economic hardship have necessarily dictated the need for increasing technical expertise on the part of both the
Commission and staff, and constant study of improved operational and
administrative procedures.
Such improvements were emphasized during the staff training conference held in San Diegp covering interviewing techniques; report preparation; investigation procedures; conciliation; appropriate remedies; legal
interpretations of new aspects of the law; affirmative action goals, and
contract compliance reviews.
In seeking to broaden its contacts with the people served by the FEP
Act, the commission met with representatives of minority groups,
women's groups and employers. Notably, during the October meeting of
the Commission in San Francisco, presentations were made by representatives of several organizations in the Filipino community. Concerns of the
speakers included career development for Filipino students; the present
status of this ethnic group in the teaching profession, the construction
workforce and in the field of dentistry; establishment of an advisory committee to the Commission; problems of the elderly in this particular group,
and the desirability of increasing Filipino representation in the agency.
Other meetings of the Commission also included appearances by representatives of various employers involved in programs or investigations
conducted by the affirmative action staff.
5

Advisory Groups
Major emphasis of the Technical Advisory Committee on Testing
(TACT) during the year included studying and interpreting the impact
of various court decisions that affect the Commission; research on how to
develop tests that will withstand legal scrutiny; and coordinating the
members' contribution to the proposed uniform testing guidelines under
preparation by various federal agencies. Both the validation and the compliance review subcommittees provided technical advice to staff during
the year, including participation in a conciliation conference on a complaint where testing was an issue.
The membership completed revision and production of two major
TACT publications to incorporate necessary legislative changes, and also
took part in the September staff training conference held in San Diego.
Preliminary steps were also taken to assist the Commission in formulating
comprehensive guidelines for employers' practices regarding the physically handicapped.
Current members of other groups-the Advisory Council on Californians of Spanish Surname, the Housing Advisory Council and the Women's
Advisory Council-as well as the membership of local human relations
commissions and other civil rights groups, continued to aid the Commission through increasing the public's knowledge of FEPC's new responsibilities and support of Commission policy in their communities.
Under direction of then Commissioner Catherine Montgomery, a meeting of the Women's Advisory Council was held in Los Angeles, which
included both past and prospective members. Since requests from women
throughout the state to become participating members far exceeded the
projected scope and limits of the group, plans were initiated for establishing a membership committee to ensure desired geographical and interest
balance for the council.

Legislation
In addition to jurisdiction over job discrimination against the physically
handicapped, starting July 1, 1974, other amendments to both the fair
employment practice act and the fair housing law became effective. One
measure changed Section 1420(d) of the California Labor Code which
covers the FEP Act. Basically, the amendment permits public and private
employers to make certain pre-employment inquiries earlier prohibited.
This was done in order to comply with applicable federal equal employment opportunity requirements, provided that such information is used
only for research and statistical purposes. The measure also charges FEPC
with responsibility for approving safeguards to prevent misuse of information given by employees or job applicants in regard to their ethnic identification.
During this period, staff and commission drafted guidelines in preparation for public hearings on the final procedures to insure that such safeguards are enforced.
Another amendment required the State Personnel Board to provide to
FEPC a copy of affirmative action plans adopted by each state agency,
6

department, office or commission, and also submit annually a statistical
employment survey of those bodies, covering sex, age, ethnic origin, current job classification, status and other data. Additionally, the measure
provided that every local agency submit its affirmative action plan to
FEPC and a copy of its employment survey submitted annually to the
federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.
An amendment to the fair housing act added a section prohibiting
retaliation with the provision that it is unlawful "for any owner of housing
accommodations to harass, evict or otherwise discriminate against any
person who has opposed practices unlawful under this section (35720,
Health and Safety Code) . . . or has testified or assisted in any proceedings under this part. Nothing herein is intended to cause or permit the
delay of an unlawful detainer action." The legislative change also
amended wording on subpoena powers to give FEPC the same powers in
housing cases as it has in employment complaints.

Physically Handicapped
Complaints of employment discrimination filed by the physically handicapped accounted for seven percent-281-of the Commission's new
cases docketed during 1974-75, the first year of that group's inclusion as
a protected class under the FEP law. The rate of satisfactorily adjusted
complaints during this initial period for this class proved to be higher than
the rate for all other types of job bias cases-about 44 percent for complaints filed on the basis of physical handicaps compared to a 24 percent
rate for cases covering all other types of unlawful job discrimination.
The first case on file under the new provision was also the first such case
to be resolved. Docketed the first week of July, it involved the complaint
of a 23-year old man who claimed that when he had applied for a job at
a Los Angeles firm, he was told by the personnel interviewer that he was
unsuitable as a route truck driver because he stuttered.
When an FEPC consultant visited the company offices, the interviewer
and other officials insisted that their route drivers had a great deal of
public contact which entailed the need to speak well. However, a close
FEPC review of a driver's typical work day showed this was not the case,
that the work was largely routine and it was not necessary to solicit orders.
While some contact with the public was inevitable, the inquiry revealed,
the ability to converse well was by no means essential to do the job
competently. Another drawback to hiri1.1g the applicant, the company
said, was his lack of experience as a driver. When a further FEPC review
indicated many drivers inexperienced on trucks had been hired, the company officials decided the man's handicap would probably not prove a
hindrance, and they agreed to hire him, less than a month after he had
come to FEPC for help.
Complaints received in the first year specified a wide variety of handicaps including mild epilepsy, limited vision, heart conditions, diabetes,
back problems and hearing deficiencies. A physical handicap, as defined
by the amendment, includes impairment of sight, hearing or speech, or
impairment of physical ability because of amputation or loss of function
7

or coordination, or any other health impairment which requires special
education or related services.
The amended law does not cover employees whose physical handicap
makes them unable to perform their duties in a way endangering the
employee's health or safety or that of others, and does not include workers
employed under special licenses in non-profit workshops or rehabilitation
facilities.
Under FEPC policy, the classification of physical handicap does not
cover mental retardation, mental illness or behavior disorders stemming
from alcoholism or narcotics addiction.

8

PUBLIC HEARINGS
Both the fair employment practices law and the fair housing act provide
that when a commissioner assigned to a complaint believes that discrimination has occurred but cannot reach a settlement through private and
informal processes, a public hearing may be held before a panel of other
commissioners or a hearing officer. As a result of testimony presented at
such a hearing, the Commission decides whether the laws against discrimination have been violated, and if so, issues orders for a remedy.
During this year there were nine public hearings, six involved employment cases, and three, housing complaints. One employment hearing
dealt with two complainants and another involved charges of three employees against one company.
Of particular interest was the hearing on the complaint of a Sacramento
woman who was discharged for wearing a pants suit. It stemmed from a
sex discrimination complaint filed against the Northern California Grocers
Association by Alice Nenneman who was hired by the association in June
1973 and later told that female employees must wear dresses to work. In
November she stayed home one day because of a cold and the next day
wore a pants suit to work because her desk was in a drafty area and she
was still suffering from her illness. She was then told by the office manager,
that she "could take off another day, go home and change into a dress, or
be terminated ... When she replied she could not afford to take more sick
leave and refused to change her clothing, she was discharged.
The FEPC panel found that her dismissal constituted differential treatment in that she was discharged because of her sex, and that she was a
competent worker in every respect. A back pay award of $3,290 was
ordered to be paid by the association.
Sex discrimination was also the allegation in complaints brought by two
former employees of the Hall and Hall Personnel Agency in San Diego.
One complainant, Ursula C. Smith, was fired after telling Willis Hall,
agency owner, that she was pregnant and would like a leave of absence
at the time of her expected delivery. Evidence at the hearing brought out
that Hall at that time told her to "go get an abortion,.. and then began
harassing her "in many different and petty ways .. which resulted in her
firing in October 1973. The panel ordered a back pay award of $2,824.50
because of the wages she lost as a result of these incidents.
The second woman, Jacqueline Earlywine, was awarded $400 as the
amount she lost in commissions when she was not allowed to process an
order for a male job applicant-a male counselor was given the order
instead. She, too, was subsequently discharged, although for reasons "unrelated to sexual discrimination .., according to the FEPC decision. Besides
being ordered to compensate his former employees, Hall was instructed
to cease and desist from discriminatory acts.
In three other hearings racial discrimination in employment was at
issue. One held in January 1975 involved the complaint of Rudolph A.
2-75385
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McMurray, who charged that his termination as a mailer with the Los
Angeles Herald Examiner occurred solely because he is black. The panel
of commissioners, ruling that the evidence supported his allegations, ordered the newspaper to reinstate McMurray in his former job and pay him
$13,691.
Another hearing concerned alleged discrimination against three black
employees of the Bahia Motor Hotel in San Diego, who charged that after
discovery of a theft in the motel they were questioned and then fired.
They alleged differential treatment based on race since no white employees were similarly investigated or fired, but this was not established
by evidence given at the San Diego public hearing. According to the
FEPC decision, discharge of the complainants "was not racially motivated", and the accusation was dismissed.
Also dismissed was the complaint of David L. Snyder against Sacramento Printing Pressmen and Assistants Joint Apprenticeship Council.
Snyder, who had completed his apprenticeship as a pressman at the State
Printing Plant in Sacramento, charged discrimination in training, job assignments, promotions and rate of pay, citing his race as a reason for the
differential treatment. The panel of commissioners found that although
Snyder had qualified as a journeyman and was considered for promotion,
he was not advanced because of the superior re-employment rights of a
pressman on lay-off status.
Discrimination because of ancestry was the question in only one public
hearing case during this period. The complaint was filed against a union,
Electronic and Space Technicians Local1553, by Ana Maria Garza, union
shop steward. She alleged that when a business cutback at Hughes Helicopter Co. in Los Angeles made it necessary to reduce the workforce and
the number of shop stewards, she suffered from discrimination and derogatory remarks because of her Mexican ancestry. The FEPC panel dismissed the case, however, after deciding that Ms. Garza failed to establish
that the respondent discriminated against her because of her ancestry.

The hearing panel found that the Poseys' refusal to rent to Mr. and Mrs.
Jones was based on their race, and ordered payment by the Poseys of
"reasonable damages", amounting to $300 to each of complainants.
Damages were also ordered after a public hearing in Los Angeles on the
complaint of Rod Causey against Percy Wimer, manager of Diller-Meyer
properties and an apartment building on Cheremoya Avenue in Los Angeles. Causey alleged racial discrimination after he was denied rental of an
apartment in that building, although he was later offered the unit at a
higher rental and at his "own risk". Wimer was ordered by the Commission to pay damages of $500 to Causey and desist from discriminating
because of race or color. According to the decision, Causey was "placed
in fear and apprehension and fear of violence, harassment and intimidation for himself and his family" as a result of the rental dispute.
This year's third public hearing case in housing resulted in dismissal of
an accusation against Daniel and Lenore O'Neill, San Francisco apartment
building owners. The complainant was Rozalind Brach, a white woman
who charged she was denied rental of an apartment in the O'Neill building
because when she went to inspect the unit she was accompanied by a
black male companion. The FEPC panel dismissed the case after determining that evidence failed to establish "differential treatment based on
racially discriminatory motives."

•••••

One of the three housing cases resolved through public hearing in this
period resulted in an order for damages to be paid to each of two family
members in the same discrimination complaint. This was made possible
through a 1973 ruling of the attorney general that FEPC can award up to
$500 damages to each family member who is aggrieved by such an act of
discrimination, rather than a total of $500 to the family for the overall act.
Prior to this clarification of the law only one damage award was permissible for each transaction involving a family.
Complainants in this case were Gregory and Marsha Jones, a black
couple, who were refused rental of a two-bedroom townhouse in Mountain View, owned by Gerald Posey and managed by Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Posey. Mr. and Mrs. Jones had inspected the townhouse after seeing a
newspaper ad about it, and had filled out a credit application. They were
subsequently denied rental of the unit, however, allegedly because of
unacceptable credit references. Testimony at the hearing in San Francisco
indicated the Jones' credit was good and that their tenancy records
showed no poor references from landlords.
10
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INFORMATION AND EDUCATION
In both anti-discrimination laws within FEPC jurisdiction, the Commission is given responsibility for promoting goodwill and understanding of
the statutes and for carrying out information-education programs designed to minimize or eliminate discrimination. The need for such programs had increased as legislative changes were made during recent
years, particularly in areas of discrimination frequently unrecognized by
employers and by the general public as well.
The Commission's information program is directed toward many different publics, including employers, classes protected under the laws, labor
organizations, employment agencies, communications media, educators,
home buyers or tenants and those in the housing industry. These diverse
groups are reached through a variety of publications, posters, news releases, radio and television appearances and participation in workshops,
conferences and community meetings throughout the state.
Maintenance of an extensive reference library and information unit
containing material on civil rights legislation, discrimination, ethnic cultures and related subjects is another phase of the program.
Among major publications produced and distributed during this period
was Black Californians, a comprehensive analysis of 1970 census data concerning the state's black residents. The 56-page report, based on statistical
information prepared by the state Division of Labor Statistics and Research, compared employment, education and income figures with similar
data from the 1960 census as provided in an earlier publication, one of a
series of FEPC reports on minority racial and ethnic groups in California.
Among encouraging gains for this group of Californians, according to
the report, was job advancement. The number of black males in professional and technical jobs tripled in the 10-year period, while those employed as managers, administrators and salesmen more than doubled.
Although the proportion of black males engaged in service, labor or farm
jobs was still sizeable compared with that of white males, this figure
dropped from 42 percent of the total in 1960 to 32 percent in 1970. Similar
occupational upgrading was experienced by black women; their numbers
tripled in professional, technical and sales jobs, increased four-fold in clerical positions, and dropped significantly in domestic service and other
low-paying occupations. While the income disparity between black and
white families-a median of $7,483 annually for the state's 314,000 black
families and $11,093 for the 4,500,000 white families-continued, this was
due in some part to the greater number of black families headed by
females, the report points out.
Two other FEPC publications widely requested and distributed provided guidance for employers and for classes protected under the law.
One was the final version of Guidelines: Discrimination Based on Sex, as
revised and adopted after public hearings held in April. The format developed for large-scale distribution was a one-page, 8'i2" by 14", fold-out sheet

explaining Commission policy on bona fide occupational qualifications;
pre-employment practices; pregnancy leave and related matters; conditions of employment; employment agencies, and fringe benefits.
The second set of guidelines covered FEPC policies and recommendations in regard to fair treatment for employees or applicants with physical
handicaps. These were distributed in two similar versions, a four-page
pamphlet "FEPC and the Physically Handicapped Worker" and a onepage fold out addressed to employers. The latter was prepared by the
Governor's Committee for Employment of the Handicapped in cooperation with FEPC.
The FEPC Report, covering the period from July 1, 1972 through June
30, 1974 was also completed during this period, as were issues of the of the
four-page FEPC newsletter and a single-sheet guide with suggested substitutes for sex-tied job titles.
Changes in both the fair employment and fair housing acts were reflected in revisions of posters and other material printed for distribution to the
public.

Speakers Service
A speakers service program through which staff and commissioners
reach thousands of Californians each year is coordinated by the Information Section. Although the service was somewhat curtailed during early
1975 because of staff and budget restrictions, scores of appearances were
made before audiences of differing interests.
Most speaking engagements were in the state's major cities, but this
year's schedule also covered groups in smaller communities including
Fontana, Rohnert Park, Vacaville, Port Costa, Davis, Mill Valley, Santa
Rosa, Stockton, San Luis Obispo, Downey, Buena Park, Inglewood, Compton, Hayward, Santa Fe Springs, Eureka, Santa Cruz, Northridge, Anaheim, Sonoma and Sepulveda, among others.
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COMPLIANCE THROUGH INDIVIDUAL
EMPLOYMENT CASES
The number of employment complaints continued on the rise this year,
exceeding 4,000 for the first time in FEPC history. Similarly the number
of cases active in the period, the number closed and those in process on
June 30 were higher than in previous years.
The 1974-75 total of 4,177 new complaints filed represents a 500 percent
increase over the figure of ten years earlier and a 300 percent increase in
the five years since 1969-70. This year's figure is also 78 percent higher
than that of two years earlier, as shown in table below:
TABlE 1-Summary of Individual Employment Cases Filed, Closed, and in Process
July 1, 1!J'!4 -June 30, 1975
Fiscalyetu
July 1-June 30

Filed

1974-75 ........................................................
1973-74 ........................................................
197'--73 ........................................................
1971-72 ........................................................
1970-71 ........................................................
19S-70 ........................................................

4177
3514
2329
2031
2021
1343

1968-69 ........................................................

1240

Qosed

3222
2600
2152
1980
1819

1251
1065

Active in
period
6373
4796

3434
3085

ma

2103
1825

In process
june30
3148

2196
1282
1105
1054
852
760

Between September 1959 and June 30, 1975, FEPC docketed 23,375
individual employment complaints, and closed 20,227.
Race or color, although cited more frequently than any other factor as
a basis for discrimination, accounted for only 45 percent of the complaints
lodged. This reflects a continuing change from early years of the Commission when race or color was the basis mentioned in 90 percent of job
complaints filed. As shown in Table 2, sex discrimination this year was the
basis of 23 percent of total complaints, national origin for 17 percent, age
and physical handicap for another 7 percent each. Complaints on the basis
of religious creed made up only one percent of the total.
TABlE 2-Employment Cases Opened: Alleged Basis of Discrimination
in Individual Complaints

Alleged basis of discrimiiUllion
Race or color ........................................................................................................ ..
Black .....:............................................................................................................. .
Asian ....................................................................................................................
Other non-white .............................................................................................. ..
Caucasian .......................................................................................................... ..
National origin or ancestry ............................................................................... .
Spanish surname ................................................................................................
American Indian
Other ................................................................................................................... .
Creed .................................................................................................................... ..
Jewish ....................._......................................................................................... ..
Protestant, Catholic and others ................................................................... .
Sex ........................ .

Age ............................................................................................................................
Physical handicap ................................................................................................. .
Otherb
Total ................................................................................. .

September 18, 1959-June 30, 1975
Individual cases filed ...................................................................................................................................... 23,375
Individual cues closed .................................................................................................................................. 'JJJ:J,!/3
in process, June 30, 1975 ............................................................................................................................ 3,148

NOTE: Section 1421 Investigations are not included in these report figures.

• Less than ~ or I per.,.,nt.
b ln~ludes opposition to discrimination, usodation with persons
• Detail pe..,.,ntages may not add to total because or rounding.

july 1, 1!J'l4-junf! 30,
1!J'!5
Number
Pt!reent

urn

1,775
59
6
37

699
600

26
73
52
21
31
947
313
281
8
4,177

45
42
I

•

I
17
14
I

2

.
I

23
7
7

•
Joo•

or another ethni~ group. et~.

While the number of complaints based on race or color has increased
rather than decreased during the years, the percentage of the total has
altered because of additional jurisdiction over discrimination based on sex,
age and physical handicap. The number of complaints based on national
origin or ancestry has also shown a gradual increase, as have those filed by
Caucasians and Asians.
Dismissal from employment accounted for just over half of the complaints filed this year. This proportion, too, reflects a change from earlier
years when "refusal to hire" was the discriminatory act most often alleged.
During this fiscal period, the latter reason was given in 21 percent of cases
filed, while in another 20 percent, the complaint was based on unequal
working conditions, as shown in Table 3.
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Table 3-Employment Cases Opened: Alleged Discriminatory Act

TABLE 4---Employment Cases Closed: Type of Disposition

july 1. 1974- june~

Act

Number

Refusal to hire ............................................................................................................
Dismissal from employment ....................................................................................
Refusal to upgrade ....................................................................................................
Unequal work conditions..........................................................................................
Employment agency or business school referral withheld..............................
Union membenhip withheld and other union discrimlnation ......................
Other • ..........................................................................................................................
Total ..........................................................................................................................

trT7
2,130

422
815
19
51
18
4,1"

Percent
21
51
10

20
b

1

9/1815~130175

71117U/30175
Type of disposition

}!IT$

Number

Complaint withdrawn ..................
No j urisdic tion .......................................................... ..
No discrimination found ......................................... .
Satisfactory adjustment ........................................... .
Closed through public hearing b
Total ........................................................................ ..

3.222

Percent

314

10

54

2

2,086
762
6

65
24

-

b

-UIO"

Number
1,917"
13,387
4,861
56

20.227

Percent
9"
66
24
b

100"

b

100"

: Includes cases ~Iosee! For la~k oF jurbdi~tion.
Leu tlw1 ~ oF I perc:ent.
• Detail perc:entages may not add to total beaouse or rounding.

• May include Failure to register in a voeationalachool. repriJal, w!lhholdlna job referenc:e. Failure to pus in oral eamina·
lion, ete.
b Lea 11w1 ~ or 1 perc:ent.
• Detail adds to more tlw1 total beeause more tlw1 one dileriminatory ad may be

alJeaed in a sinsle c:ae.

Of the 3,222 cases investigated and closed during this fiscal period, 24
percent or 762 were resolved by an adjustment satisfactory to the complainant, and six closed through the public hearing process. No discrimination, or insufficient evidence of discrimination, was the finding in 2,086 or
65 percent of the complaints. The remainder were closed because the
complaint was withdrawn or because the Commission did not have jurisdiction in the matter. These data as well as comparable figures for disposition of cases since 1959 are shown in Table 4.
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In 81 percent of the 4,177 job bias complaints filed this year, the action
was taken against private employers, in eight major categories. The same
proportion held true in the 762 cases satisfactorily closed through corrective actions. Complaints involving public employers amounted to 712
opened and 133 dolled by corrective action, 17 percent of the total in each
case. Private employment agencies and labor organizations were named
in very few cases, as shown in Table 5.
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TABLE 5-Employment Cases Opened and Number Closed by Corrective Action:
Type of Respondent
July 1, 1974-]une 3(}, 197:1
Closed by
Opened
corrective ar:tion
7)pe of respondent
Number
Perr:ent
Number
Perrent
Private employer ...................................................... 3,402
81
617
81
Manufacturing ........................................................ 1,134
~
248
32
Transportation, communication and other
public: utilities ................................................... .
:532
17
13
128
Construction............................................................
132
8
4
1
Wholesale and retail trade ..................................
301
12
83
11
Hotels and restaurants ..........................................
241
29
6
4
Finance and insurance ........................................
6
262
32
4
Business services ................................................... .
493
10
73
12
Other (agriculture, mining) ..............................
tr1
2
16
2
Public: employer ........................................................
712
17
133
17
County ......................................................................
121
3
3
23
State ......................................................................... .
143
21
3
3
City ............................................................................
173
3
4
23
Schools ......................................................................
162
5
4
39
Public: hospitals ......................................................
102
2
23
3
Employment agency ........................................... .
•
•
7
2
Private employment agency ................................. .
12
4
Labor organization ................................................... .
31
1
8
Total.......................................................................... 4,177
100
loot'
762

TABLE

~Employment

Cases Opened and Number Closed by Corrective Action:
Office Where Complaint Was Filed

july I. 1974-/une 3(}, 1975
C/oseci by
corrective ar:tion
Opened
Number
Perr:ent
Number
Perr:ent
omre /or:ation
326
43
1634
39
San Francisc:o ................................................................ ..
38
3
268
6
Sacramento ..................................................................... .
~3
36
1497
36
Los Angeles ..................................................................... .
81
11
392
9
San Diego ......................................................................... .
26
3
236
3
Fresno ............................................................................... .
16
2
130
4
San Bernardino ................................................................
Total ............................................................................

-

4177

-100"

762

100

• Detail may not add to total bec:awe of roundlns.

Clerical workers, operatives, professional and technical employees, and
those in service industries filed complaints most frequently and each in
about the same proportion. Other occupational categories represented
were laborers, crafts workers, salespersons, and those in managerial positions, as detailed in Table 7. In earlier years, before addition of the sex
discrimination amendment, complaints filed by those classed as operatives
far exceeded those of other categories.

• Less than ~ of I pereent.
b Detail may not add to total beeawr of roundins.

Table 6 shows the geographical distribution of cases among the various
offices and field desks throughout the state. Slightly more than half the
complaints were handled through the Southern Area office in Los Angeles
and its three branch offices. The remainder were filed and processed in
San Francisco and Sacramento.
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TABLE 7-Employment Cases Opened and Number Closed by Corrective Action:
Type of Occupation
July 1, 1974-J ull<._;}f}. 197$
Qosedby
corrective 11ction
Opened
Number
Perrent
Type of occup111ion
Number
Perrent
Clerical ..............................................................................
735
18
131
17
Crafts..................................................................................
367
9
72
9
Laborers ............................................................................
446
11
92
12
Managen and foremen..................................................
225
5
68
9
Operatives ........................................................................
722
17
122
16
112
15
Professional and technical ............................................
713
17
Sales ................................................................ ....................
2611
6
~
9
98
13
Services ..............................................................................
701
17
-100
Total............................................................................ 4177
100
762

--

TABLE 8-Employment Cases Closed by Corrective Action:
Type of Action Taken
july 1, 1974fune 30, 1!17$

i

1

Type of correctiJ't" 11ction

Number

Offer of immediate hire, upgrading, rehire, or reinstatement ................................. .
Commitment to hire, rehire, reinstate or upgrade for the next opening ............. .
Working conditions corrected ............................................................................................
Back pay granted ....................................................................................................................
Fair employment policy promulgated or strengthened • ........................................... .
Labor union practices corrected ........................................................................................
Employment agency referral agreed to ......................................................................... .
Total ................................................................................................................................. .

402

Perrent

53

55

7

224

29

83

11

304

40

8
6
762b

I
I
lool'

• Includes ceasing unlawful pre-employment practices, etc.
b Delllll adds to more than total ~use more than one type or corrective action may be agreed to in a single cue.

In 402 of the 762 cases. closed by corrective action, the employer made
an offer of immediate hiring, upgrading, rehiring or reinstatement, and in
another 55, a commitment to such action was agreed upon. Correction of
unequal working conditions was a remedial factor in 224 or 29 percent of
these cases, as shown in Table 8, where the figures reflect the principal
type of corrective action taken in each. In many cases the respondent
agreed to more than one type of action and in all cases the personnel
practices were improved.

J
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BROAD COMPLIANCE AND COOPERATIVE
PROGRAMS
While the processing of individual complaints remains the primary responsibility of the Commission, increasing emphasis has been placed in the
last several years on attacking the problems of employment discrimination
through long-range, broad-scale activities. Since its earliest years the Commission has advocated an affirmative approach as an effective means of
reducing inequities and increasing opportunities for all workers, but legislative authorization for this method of compliance was not explicitly added to the fair employment act until 1967.
Soon afterwards an affirmative action section was established within the
agency and eventually given responsibility for directing the two types of
compliance activity found most fruitful: Investigations under Section 1421
of the FEP Act and affirmative action programs.
Section 1421 investigations are undertaken when it appears that violations of the law have occurred, even though no individual complaints are
lodged, but requests to initiate such action are made by organizations or
agencies that present evidence to support the charges of discriminatory
practices.
As a rule such investigations are begun only after careful study and
consideration by the Commission, and are limited to employment situations where a sizeable number of minority and women workers are involved and far-reaching improvement can be anticipated.
The second type of compliance activity geared toward eradicating discrimination through broad institutional change is designated an affirmative action program, through which an employer's work force pattern and
equal opportunity policies are surveyed. The initial study is followed by
recommendations from FEPC as to how identified deficiencies may be
corrected.
Additionally, the affirmative action section provides technical assistance
to employers in need of guidance, both general and specific, in developing
and implementing their equal opportunity policies. These major staff
functions are supplemented by a wide range of educational activities for
employers and the public, such as workshops, seminars, college courses
and the like.
While it is not always possible to document the results of such efforts in
terms of specific numbers, a review of one extensive 1421 investigation
which covered several canneries in the Sacramento area demonstrates the
effectiveness of the affirmative action approach.
The investigation was opened in 1971 and formally closed in December
1975, with the following progress shown: One firm with 1,196 employees
brought into its work force 277 minorities and 149 women; a second, with
a staff of 480, hired 100 minority workers and 84 women; a third, with 1,870
employees, added 332 minorities and 245 women, while a fourth with a
22

staff of only 94 at the Sacramento location brought 135 minorities and 61
women into the company. Promotions given to both minority and women
workers also increased.
Among other Section 1421 investigations during this period was that of
the community colleges in San Diego County. The FEPC action was requested by the local chapter of the National Organization for Women,
which alleged that discriminatory recruitment and hiring practices resulted in the underutilization of women, and that the colleges had failed to
adopt and implement meaningful programs to improve ethnic minority
and female employment.
The request was made in 1972 and in December 1973 an investigative
report was issued by FEPC personnel assigned to the project. At a subsequent meeting between staff and top officials of three of the colleges, the
college representatives agreed to develop an affirmative action program
which would meet acceptable standards. However, when this program
was submitted some months later, it fell short of FEPC requirements.
During the continuing investigation after that point, staff interviewed
college officials with responsibility for various personnel functions, as well
as both certificated and classified employees and college students. The
investigation also required an extensive review of all levels of minority and
female employment and analysis of employment policies and procedures.
The investigation revealed specific deficiencies within each college system as. well as several problem areas common to all of those studied.
Recommendations ultimately made by FEPC for improvement included
development of a more accurate record-keeping system and applicant
flow statistics; expansion of recruitment sources; revision of application
forms and screening procedures; changes on interview panel composition
to insure balance; establishment of in-service training programs; implementation of an affirmative action program that will meet FEPC standards, and submission of periodical progress reports to FEPC.
Among other investigations begun or continued during the period were
those involving the Pomona Unified School District; Jefferson Union High
School District, East Bay Regional Park District, Fireman's Fund Insurance Company; Santa Barbara School District and the city of Daly City.
The request for the Santa Barbara investigation came from three Chicano groups who charged that the employment practices and policies discriminated against Spanish-surnamed teachers, despite the high
proportion of Spanish-surnamed elementary school pupils in the district.
Preliminary FEPC investigation had revealed the need for a change of
policy to include hiring of minority teachers with bi-lingual and bi-cultural
skills from outside the district; for hiring minority women as administrators and principals; for passage of an affirmative action program, and for
greater technical assistance to the district's affirmative action officer.
During this period the affirmative action staff also continued to monitor
and assist employers involved in the two most extensive projects ever
undertaken by the Commission, on which preliminary reports were issued
earlier. First of these, begun in 1971, dealt with the employment policies
of 11 major utilities and transportation firms in the state. The second was
23

investigation of several police and fire departments in major California
cities.

Contract Compliance
Another phase of FEPC's affirmative action activity is administration of
a contract compliance program through which the Commission investigates, approves and certifies equal employment opportunity programs of
public works contractors with the State. Regulations in force since the
program began in 1973 require that holders of such contracts over $200,000
submit to FEPC within 60 days of the contract award an affirmative action
program, accompanied by a certification fee to cover one year from date
of approval. This fee amounts to one tenth of one percent of the contract
bid amount, not to exceed $300.
During this fiscal year FEPC received 189 notices of contract awards,
which totalled $7CY7 ,431,502.63. Fees paid for 181 programs certified or
recertified during the year amounted to $54,062.48.
Affirmative action compliance programs, as undertaken for the purpose
of securing greater employment opportunities for members of racial, religious or national minority groups without regard to sex, must contain
specific action steps taken by the contractor, such as notifying community
organizations of appropriate job openings; maintenance of files on available minority workers; informing FEPC if union referral processes are
deficient; publicizing the plans both internally and externally; validation
of selection requirements, tests and the like; development of on-the-job
training projects, and monitoring personnel activities to ensure implementation of the program submitted.
Additionally, each contractor must solicit subcontract bids from minority firms and require similar plans from those with pertinent awards.
The compliance section also reviews the monthly manpower utilization
reports each firm submits to determine whether the program is being
implemented. Data in these reports covers the type of contract, ethnic
characteristics of the company; number of minority and women employees and number of hours worked, by protected group, and total hours
worked for each employee level in each designated trade.
These reports and visual job-site inspection indicate an increase in the
numbers of minority workers, although the greater proportion of those in
the construction workforce is in the laborers' category and minority apprentices in the craft still outnumber minority journeymen.
If monthly reports indicate failure to implement a program or reveal
delinquency, contractors are given further FEPC assistance and urged to
bring their programs into compliance to reduce the possibility of individual FEPC complaints being filed against them.
Most Commission action in the compliance program is in pre-construction conferences; desk audits; on-the-spot projects review when possible;
and continuing liaison with contractors' groups, technical recruiters, community outreach programs, city, county and federal compliance officials,
and representatives of the awarding agencies.
The contract appliance staff also worked closely with the state Division
of Apprenticeship Standards to coordinate services and enforce public

works contract awards subject to Labor Code Section 1771.5, which provides for the ratio of one apprentice for each five journeymen employed
in a craft or trade on public works projects. Preliminary steps were also
taken for revising the compliance reporting form to include data on
women employed in each trade on each job. Although there have been
some inroads made in the employment of females in the construction
industry, few women have yet attained the journeyman level.
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TABLE

FAIR HOUSING PROGRAM

TABLE 9-Summary of Housing Cases Filed, Closed, and in Process
Filed
1974-75 ·········································································································· 278
1973-74 .......................................................................................................... 306
1972-73 ·········································································································· 262
1971-72 ·········································································································· 346
1970-71 ·········································································································· 375
1969-70 ......................................................................................................... . 415
1!J68.-S ················································\"························································ 348
1867-M ·········································································································· 285
·~ ································ ·· ····· ·· ··················· ········································· ····· 188
1965-M ·········································································································· 116
108
1964-65 ··········································································································
1963-61" ········································································································ 135

Cases Opened: Alleged Basis of Discrimination
1974-75 cases
Number
Pereent

Alleged hllsis of discrimbultion

Since the California fair housing act became effective in September
1963, the Commission has docketed 3,162 complaints alleging discriminatory practices in the sale or rental of housing accommodations. However,
in recent years the number of such complaints has been decreasing, this
year totalling 278 cases, less than seven percent of the number filed by
persons charging job discrimination. This reflects a downward trend in
such complaints from a high figure of 415 in fiscal 1970.

Fiscal yetu

1~Housing

Closed
274
309

347
314
344
361

In process
]une30
217
203
2Xl6

Race or color ....................................................................................................................
Negro ............................................................................................................................

209

75

190

68

Asian ······························································································································
Caucasian ......................................................................................................................

12
5
2

Other non-white ........................................................................................................
National origin or ancestry ..........................................................................................
Spanish···················································································································'······
American Indian ....................................................................................................... .
Other..............................................................................................................................
Creed ................................................................................................................................
Jewish ............................................................................................................................
Other..............................................................................................................................
Opposition to discrimination; association
with persoru of another race; inter-racial couples ............................................
Total ............................................................................................................................. .

4

32

2
1
12

28

10

3

1

1
3
3

34
278

12

100

• Lea than ~ o( 1 perc:ent.

301
269
238

268
263

184
104

196
61
124
84

82

TABLE 11-Housing Cases Opened: Alleged Discriminatory Act
1974-75 Cases
Number
Pereent

Act

90
35

51

September 20, 1963--June 30, 1975
total filed ...............................................................................................................................................................• 3162
total closed ............................................................................................................................................................ 2945
In process, June 30, 1975.................................................................................................................................... 217
• Fair Holllinslaw beeune effedive September 20, 1963.

The Commission closed 274 cases in this period, with 217 in process at
the end of the fiscal year and 481 cases active during the reporting period.
As in the past, race or color was the basis of discrimination most frequently
charged, although the percentage of complaints lodged for those reasons
has decreased in the last 10 years. In 12 percent of the cases, national origin
or ancestry was the cause cited with those of Spanish surname accounting
for most of those cases. Another 12 percent of complainants charged bias
because of their opposition to discrimination-or association with persons
of another race. Religious creed was cited in only three cases.

Refusal to show ..............................................................................................................
Refusal to rent ................................................................................................................
Refusal to seU ..................•....•.......................•...........•.•...............••....•.....•.......••.•..•.....•....
Refusal to grant equal terms ......................................................................................
Eviction or threatened eviction..................................................................................
Other• ..............................................................................•...............................................
Total..............................................................................................................................
• l...aul withheld, aldiq and abetting. etc:.
Detail eddo ta mare than tobllllinee more than ane ciUerlmiDatory

19
134
6
25
106
4
278

7
48

2
9
38
1

100

8et may be .Uepd ill a slqle eue.

Although the proportion of housing complaints that were satifactorily
adjusted is considerably higher than for employment cases, this year's
figure of 38 percent reflects a gradual decline from the average rate of
over 60 percent when the law first became effective. A small percentage
of complaints was closed because the complaint was withdrawn and three
cases were resolved through the public hearing process. In 149 cases--54
percent-FEPC found no evidence or insufficient evidence of discrimination, as shown in Table 12.
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TABLE 12-Housing Cases Closed: Type of Disposition
Type of disposition
Complaint withdrawn ..............................................................
No jurisdiction ........................................................................... .
No discrimination found ..........................................................
Satisfactory adjustment ............................................................
Settled through publlc hearing·····················:···· ..··················
Total ..........................................................................................
:Includes c:ues elooed ror lack of jurisdic:tion.
Lea than % of I pereent.

1974-7$ cases
Number Percent
17
1
149
104
3
274

7

1~75cases

Number
396°

Percent
13.

54

1083

37

38

1422

48

1

44

100

2945

-1002

b

-

Apartment owners or managers were involved in nearly three-fourths
of the complaints filed and in about the same proportion of the 104 closed
by corrective action. Individual home owners or a real estate company in
cooperation with an owner were named respondents in 22 percent of the
cases opened, and 24 percent of those successfully resolved. Tract developers, trailer court owners and mortgage companies were cited in only a few
cases, as shown in Table 13.
TABLE 13-Housing Cases Opened and Number Closed by
Corrective Action: Type of Respondent
1974-?!J Cases

Type of respondent

Opened
Percent
Number

ClOsed by
corrective
action
Percent
Number
48

46

31

30
1
1
13

Apartment owner ..............................................................
Apartment manager ......................................................... .
Tract developer ..................................................................
Trailer court owner ............................................................
Real estate company and owner ....................................
Mortgage company ............................................................
Individual home owner ................................................... .

101
99

36
36

5
6
33
5

2
2
12
2
10

13

Total ..................................................................................

278

100

104

29

-

-1

11

-

11

100

NOTE: Detail pereentages may not add to total beaause of rounding.

....
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The Los Angeles FEPC office docketed 46 percent of this year's housing
complaints, and the San Francisco office, 30 percent, with the remainder
distributed throughout the branch offices, as detailed in Table 14.

TABLE 1~Housing Cases Closed by Corrective Action:
Type of Corrective Action
197~75

Type of action

TABLE 14-Housing Cases Opened and Number Closed by Corrective Action:
Office Where Complaint Was Filed
197J-.75 Cases

Ollice location
San Francisco ......................................................................
Sacramento ......................................................................... .
Los Angeles ..........................................................................
San Diego ............................................................................
Fresno ................................................................................... .
San Bernardino....................................................................

Total ..................................................................................

Opened
Number
Perr:ent
83

Closed by
corrective
action
Number
Perr:ent

30

50

48

00

7

127
36
II
1
278

46
13

10
30
II
3

10
29
II
3

4

-100 •

-

-

104

Number
4
43

cases
Percent
4

Offer to show ..................................................................................................................
Offer to rent ....................................................................................................................
Offer to sell ......................................................................................................................
Eviction rescinded ..........................................................................................................
Offer of next vacancy ....................................................................................................
Aiding and abetting practices corrected ..................................................................
Equal terms offered........................................................................................................
Monetary settlement......................................................................................................

6

6

~

25

Total............................................................................................................................... .

104

100

3
32
5

41

3
31

5

NOTE: Detail adds to more than total because more than one type of adion Is taken In some eases.

-100-

0

Lea than % of one perc:ent.
Note: Detail perc:entqes may not add to total beeause of rounding.

In nearly 85 percent of the cases opened and also of those satisfactorily
closed, apartments were the type of accommodation in dispute. Singlefamily non-tract homes were involved in 13 percent of opened cases and
10 percent of those closed. Types of action most frequently taken to resolve the cases were an offer to rent and rescinding of eviction notices. In
26 cases, monetary settlements were made, sometimes in addition to other
remedies.
TABLE 15--Housing Cases Opened and Number Closed by Corrective Action:
Type of Accommodation
197~'/S

Type of accommodation
Single-family non-tract home ..........................................
Apartment ..........•.................................................................
Tract house ..........................................................................
Trailer space ...........•..•..•..•.•..•..•.•.•••••.••••.•..•..•..•.••..•••...••.....•

Other" ..................................................................................
Total ..................................................................................

Opened
Number
Perr:ent
35
231

5
6
I

278

-

Cases

dosed by
corrective
action
Number
Percent

13

10

10

83
2
2

tr1
4

84

3

3

100

b

-

-

104

4

-100-

; Publie Hllllllng Authority, homeoite.
Lea than % of one perc:ent.
Note: Detail perc:entqes may not add to tot.! because of rounding.
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APPENDIX
GUIDELINES: DISCRIMINATION BASED ON SEX
SECOON I
General Principles
The Fair Employment Practice Act declares as a public policy of the State of California
that the opportunity to seek, obtain and hold employment without discrimination because
of sex is a civil right. The law prohibits any employer, labor organization, employment
agency or state or local government from discriminating in employment because of sex
except where sex is a bona fide occupational qualification. The law against discrimination,
and these policies, apply to married and unmarried men and women alike. An employer's
maternity leave policy and benefits must apply equally to married and unmarried women.
These guidelines will be used in prohibiting discriminatory practices because of sex. They
are not meant as inflexible regulations, but are subject to reinterpretation and change as
experience under the law indicates.
SECOON II
Bona :<'ide Occupational Qualification
A. Defmition
Under these guidelines, discrimination by sex is lawful onJy if it results from a Bona Fide
Occupational Qualification essential to the normal operation ofthe employer's business. This
means that all jobs must be open to men and women unless the employer can show that it
is inherently impossible for a person of the opposite sex to perform the job.
B. Interpretation and Burden of Proof
The Bona Fide Occupational Qualification exception will be interpreted narrowly. The
burden of proving that sex is a Bona Fide Occupational Qualification rests upon the party
seeking to rely upon the exception. The Commission believes examination of facts reveals
that most jobs can be performed equally well by a man or a woman, and that individual
differences rather than sex differences are the determining factors. The labels of "men's jobs
and women'sjobs" are unlawful because they have the forseeable effect of unfairly denying
employment opportunities to one sex or the other.
SECOONill
Pre-Employment Practices and Policies
A. Job Advertising
1. Employers engaged in recruiting activity must recruit employees of both sexes for all
jobs. Employers placing ads indicating any sex preference, limitation, specification or discrimination must furnish written proof to the newspaper that said job has a Bona Fide
Occupational Qualification based on sex which has had prior approval by the State Fair
Employment Practice Commission. Such written proof must be made available to the public
for inspection.
2. It is a violation to publish or cause to be published a help wanted advertisement of any
kind indicating a preference, limitation, specification or discrimination based on sex unless
it is a Bona Fide Occupational Qualification exception which has had prior approval by the
State Fair Employment Practice Commission.
A newspaper owner who publishes advertisements which specify sex without proof of a
Bona Fide Occupational Qualification exception granted by the State Fair Employment
Practice Commission will be in violation of the Fair Employment Practice Act in that he/she
aids and abets an act of discrimination.
B. Applications for Employment
A pre-employment inquiry may ask "Male-. Female - . " or "Mr., Mrs., Ms." insofar
as it is made for a nondiscriminatory purpose.

C. Qualifications Appraisal
All qualification and testing standards must be evaluated to determine whether they have
an adverse effect on the employment opportunities of men or women. H they do cause an
adverse effect they must be validated according to the provisions of the California State Fair
Employment Practice Commission Guidelines op Employment Selection Procedures.
D. Marital Status and Dependents
There shall be no denial or limitation of employment or promotion due to marital status
or the presence of dependents.
SECOONIV
Pregnancy Leave, Leave for Pregnancy-Related Disabilities, and Policies
A. Policy
The Commission believes that women shall not be penalized in their terms or conditions
of employment because they require time away from work on account of temporary disability resulting from pregnancy, miscarriage, or recovery therefrom.
Practices such as terminating pregnant women from employment and not hiring young
women for responsible jobs because they may become pregnant, have conbiooted substantially to present conditions of lack of job opportunity for women,limitation of women to low
paying clerical jobs, and lack of opportunity for women of equal ability to advance to levels
of employment eqjoyed by men. It is the objective of the law against discrimination in
employment because of sex to equalize employment opportunity for men and women.
B. Employed Woman
The Commission considers it to be an unfair practice to discharge a woman or penalize
her in terms and conditions of employment because she requires time away from work for
temporary disability resulting from pregnancy, miscarriage, childbirth or recovery therefrom.
C. Leave Based on Temporary Disability ·Resulting from Pret/niUJCY, MiscMriqe, Childbirth
or Recovery ThereFrom
When a female employee is qualified for leave under an employer's regular leave policy,
then temporary disability due to and resulting from pregnancy, miscarriage, childbirth, or
recovery therefrom, must be considered by the employer to be a justification for a leave of
absence by the female employee for a reasonable period of time. If the employer has no leave
policy, the childbearing must be considered by the employer to be a justification for a leave
of absence for a female employee for a reasonable length of time.
D. Leave Benefits
Pregnancy is a normal human condition; therefore employers will be expected to make
every reasonable accommodation to the needs of the women affected, as to leaves of absence,
accrual of benefits and privileges and reinstatement into the workforce.
1. Maternity and Childrearing Leave: When an employee is qualified for leave under an
employer's regular leave policy, then maternity and childrearing must be considered by the
employer to be a justification for a leave of absence by the employee for a reasonable period
of time. The conditions applicable to the leave must be in accordance with the employer's
leave policy. Upon return to work, such employee must be reinstated to the original job or
to the position of like status and pay, without loss of service credits.
E. Hiring and Retention of Pregnant Women
The Commission believes that an employer must not, without reasonable cause, exclude
from employment a pregnant female applicant because of her pregnancy. A written employment policy or practice which excludes from employment applicants or employees because
of pregnancy is a prima facie violation of the Fair Employment Practice Act.
F. Marriage Immaterial
The law against discrimination and these policies apply to married and unmarried women
alike. An employer's maternity leave policy and benefits must apply equally to married and
·
unmarried women.
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G. Where Employer Has No Leave Policy
If an employer has no leave policy, temporary disability resulting from pregnancy, miscarriage, childbirth, and recovery therefrom must be considered by the employer to be a
justification for a leave of absence for a female employee for a reasonable period of time.
Following pregnancy, miscarriage, childbirth, or recovery therefrom, and upon signifying
her intent to return to work, within a reasonable time, such female employee shall be
reinstated to her original job or to a position of like status and pay, without loss of service
credits. This policy shall govern unless the employer can demonstrate that the business
necessity or financial hardship would place an unreasonable burden on the employer.
SECTION V
Conditions and Policies of Employment
A. Equal Pay and Job Classification
1. Wages must not be related to or based on sex of the employee.
2. Equal pay and equal job status must be given to men and women who perform work
requiring substantially similar skill, effort and responsibility. A seniority system or line of
progression which distinguishes between "light" and "heavy" jobs-unless because of an
employee's injury or physical limitation-is unlawful.
3. The employer may not discriminatorily restrict one sex to certain job classifications or
departments.
4. Unions may not negotiate a collective bargaining agreement in which jobs are classified
by sex.
B. Promotion and Seniority Systems
1. Separate lines of promotion and/or seniority lists based on sex are discriminatory.
Seniority lists, formerly so separated, shall be integrated in such a manner as to overcome
effects of past discrimination in equal pay, classification or promotion.
2. Employees of both sexes shall have equal access to all training programs and promotion
opportunities.

wage earner" in the family unit, the benefits tend to be available only to male employees
and their families. Such a condition discriminates against women employees, and is in violation of the law.
C. It is unlawful for an employer to make available benefits for the wives and families of
male employees where the same benefits are not made available for the husbands and
families of female employees; or to make available benefits for the wives of male employees
which are not made available for female employees; or to make available benefits to the
husbands of female employees which are not made available for male employees.
An example of such an unlawful employment practice is a situation in which wives of male
employees receive maternity benefits while female employees receive no such benefits.

SECTION VI
Employment Agencies
A. An employment agency shall not make any inquiry or advertisement in connection
with prospective employment which expresses directly or indirectly any limitation, specification, preference or discrimination as to sex unless based upon a Bona Fide Occupational
Qualification which has received prior approval from the Fair Employment Practice Commission.
B. Private employment agencies which deal exclusively with one sex are engaged in an
unlawful employment practice, except to the extent that such agencies limit their services
to furnishing employees for particular jobs for which sex is a Bona Fide Occupational Qualification and approval of the Fair Employment Practice Commission has been first obtained.
C. Employment agencies shall not refer or refuse to refer applicants for jobs upon the basis
of the sex of the applicant.
D. Employment agencies shall not maintain separate application forms or separate files
for male and female jobs and job candidates.
E. An employment agency shall not accept or process any job order which contains or
expresses directly or indirectly any limitation, specification, preference, or discrimination as
to sex, unless based upon a Bona Fide Occupational Qualification which has received prior
approval from the Fair Employment Practice Commission.
SECTION VII
Fringe Benefits
A. It is unlawful for an employer to discriminate between men and women with regard
to fringe benefits, and other terms, conditions, and privileges of employment.
B. Where an employer makes such benefits available to employees and their spouses and
families conditional on whether the employee is the "Head of the Household" or "principal
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